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Hello Everyone!

Birthdays

Happy Birthday To …
Evie B (Y4) May 15th
Mr Rayner took these photos last week of a part of the
school I had never seen from this angle before. Do you
know where it is?
It is the bell tower with the old bell still inside. The
school was built in 1858 so the bell has been there a long
time. The metal clapper has rusted off but the bell is still
in good shape. The roof near the bell tower has now been
mended but because the roof tiles are so old, finding replacements is very difficult and the builder had to do a lot
of research to find similar ones that matched our tiles.
Many of you celebrated VE day last Friday. Bea
(Y2)
dressed
up, played
old games
and had a
war time
party.

This Week’s Awards

Francesca (Y3) May 16th
Daisy (Wrens) May 17th
Jack (Y4) May 19th
Aiden (Y6) May 21st
Jacob (Y3) May 21st

Virtual Art Club
This week, Art Club were inspired by
Lichtenstein’s comic strip style to
create lockdown posters. Below–
Leila (Y5), top right—Harry (Y3) &
India
(Y4)
below
right

Writer of the Week
Koby (Owls) for his careful joined up writing and excellent word choices.

Did you guess the teacher correctly?

Mathematician of the Week
Jasper (Jays) for his tiger paper plate clock which has
helped him to learn to tell the time.

Reader of the Week
Darcie (Wrens) who has been reading confidently to
mum. Well done Darcie!

Mrs Bruce

Citizen of the Week
OllieW (Jays) for befriending an elderly gentleman who
lives in a care home; writing letters and sending pictures
to him.

Fun fact: Mrs Bruce travels
with her dog, Pickle, rather
than a hamster these days.

